This strategic research paper examines the nature of the increased cartel violence in Mexico, the conditions that caused the cartels to initiate that violence, the actions of the Mexican Government to counter that violence, and the actions of the United States in shaping the environment to enable Mexico to successfully address the violence. It analyzes the application of soft power by the United States using the DIMEFIL (diplomatic, information, military, economic, financial, intelligence, and law enforcement) forms of national power in order to shape the environment and set conditions for success.
US POLICY APPROACHES FOR COMBATING VIOLENCE IN NORTHERN MEXICO
Significant violence by drug cartels permeates the current security environment in Mexico. The level of violence is a serious threat to Mexican internal security. Its close proximity to the United States southwest border causes concern within the Unites States that this violence could spill over into United States territory.
There are seven drug cartels in Mexico that compete with each other to control smuggling routes, territory, and market share. These cartels often use violence to control competition between cartels. This violence is particularly brutal and widespread. It targets other cartels, government troops, and government authorities. It is used to send clear messages not to try to encroach into established cartel territory and not to try to drive out existing cartels. It is used to try to expand cartel influence and territorial control and to intimidate police, judicial, and civil authorities. This violence is often marked by gruesome displays, including beheadings, torture, execution-style murder, and public display of severed heads and bodies. One of the most bizarre discoveries was of a murder victim with a soccer ball sewn into what was his skinned face. This violence is predominantly cartel on cartel, but it also spills over into cartel on civil authority. The cartels use violence against government authorities in an attempt to control law enforcement, the judiciary, and the civil authorities that control them. By bribing, intimidating, or driving out government officials the cartels can establish dominance within their operational control and shape the environment in which they operate. They essentially gain freedom of maneuver to move drugs and weapons; set up and operate drug labs and training facilities;
and reduce the risk of apprehension and prosecution. The cartels are in effect establishing ungoverned areas of the country that are critical to their lucrative drug trade. By targeting rival cartels; government officials who impede cartel activities or refuse to be bought off; and law enforcement officers, they are attempting to establish control militarily, economically, and socially. An example of the serious violence is that in 2010 there were 12 mayors killed by cartels, nine journalists, as well as numerous government soldiers.
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The violence in Mexico stems from several factors. The application of Plan Colombia significantly disrupted and minimized the Colombian cartels. This made the cartels in Mexico much more significant and profitable. Mexico became a major player in the international drug industry as Colombia"s influence diminished, becoming much more engaged in all aspects of the drug trade rather than just on the transportation and smuggling into the United States.
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Manufacture of drugs and production of them from precursor chemicals imported from abroad became big business in Mexico. The cartels have historically operated on well established smuggling routes and the Mexican authorities have for the most part turned a blind eye, or at least lent tacit support to the cartels.
The culture of corruption in the Mexican government at all levels, combined with remote areas and challenging terrain, have lent themselves nicely to a business that likes to operate on the edge of society with little or no interference from law enforcement, the judiciary, or civil authority.
As the drug trade increased and became more lucrative, the cartels were faced with problems of volume. No longer were they moving hundreds of pounds of drugs into the United States; they were now faced with how to move tons of President Fox"s National Development Plan stressed "protection of citizens" and moved his administration to target the cartels. 6 As his administration disrupted leadership in the cartels, increased tensions arose among the cartels as they struggled among themselves for leadership, control of routes, and market share.
President Calderon continued the government"s pressure on the cartels, but he changed some elements of policy. His security issues were exacerbated by the perception among 80% of the population that the police were corrupt. 7 The police had long been in the pockets of the cartels. As long as the cartels were relatively stable, with few changes or little competition for terrain or smuggling routes the status quo was sufficient. Corruption was more or less at an acceptable level. Once the cartels began competition for more lucrative market share, terrain, and smuggling routes, the status quo ruptured. The cartels began aggressively vying for increasingly profitable market share of the drug business.
As one cartel encroached on another"s area, the police and civil authorities that were no threat to the first cartel became a threat to the second. The police and judiciary, who were previously in business with the cartels, were no longer an asset of the cartels but were now a hindrance. The existing alliances or business agreements between law enforcement and the cartels came apart.
The situation with government officials, mayors, councilmen, and governors was the same. As the cartels began to push any influence of the previous cartels out of newly acquired or contested territory, the civil authorities became targets in the power struggle. As the civil authorities caved in to cartel influences, or were intimidated, forcibly removed, or murdered, the effect became one of essentially ungoverned spaces in Mexico.
The Mexican government had to take action. Corruption, violence, and lack of civil authority had far surpassed the cultural norm and required action.
With the law enforcement agencies holding no credibility, the judiciary corrupt and civil authorities unable or unwilling to act the government had few options.
The military is one of the most trusted organizations in Mexico and it had the capacity to take on the problem. President Calderon turned to the military to enforce the law and break up the cartels. The strong application of military force and a decrease in the cartels ability to co-opt law enforcement, increased the violence problem. In multiple cases the military came into an area under cartel control and had to reestablish government rule. In several cases this included completely replacing the existing police forces with federal troops. In some cases it included removal of judges, mayors, and even governors who were seen to be corrupt and ineffective.
Interdiction of routes has caused internal strife among the cartels as they struggle to maintain relevance in the industry, protect their turf, or seize turf of competing cartels. The military is targeting and removing the cartel leadership.
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This creates security problems within the cartels causing them to outsource their security to gangs and former members of the Mexican special operations community. States use to achieve its desired ends?
The United States is currently conducting actions that ultimately will positively shape the current environment, assist Mexico in restoration of law and order within its borders, and strengthen the relationship between the two countries. Mexico has been reluctant to partner in areas that could be perceived as directly related to sovereignty--for example, the law enforcement, judiciary, and the military, which could be seen as direct reflections of the Mexican government"s ability to govern its sovereign territory. Through a combination of circumstances, a change in ruling party in Mexico and effective diplomatic actions, the United States is now more able to engage with Mexico and help shape the environment for the benefit of both nations. This maximizes the effects that the Mexican military can achieve in the struggle against the cartels.
There are still more areas in which the application of diplomacy could impact on the ability of Mexico to address the cartels. The further development of international law and cooperation concerning money laundering would be a significant blow to the cartels, international organized crime, and terrorism organizations around the world. The ability to launder money and move it internationally is the center of gravity of these cartels. The cartels" business would fail without a ready supply of large amounts of money to cover business costs, bribe officials, and reap as profits.
If the international community is to be successful in controlling the ability of large international criminal organizations to adversely impact society, the rule of law, and even the sovereignty of nations, it must recognize and address these issues in a logical and coordinated strategy. The international community must be continually developing national laws, international cooperation, and coordination to interdict and seize illegal assets.
INFORMATION
The United States is using several Informational tools to shape the 
MILITARY
The United States is using several military tools to shape the environment. USNORTHCOM can utilize existing military personnel, equipment, and expertise to augment and enhance the abilities of our domestic agencies to interdict cartel activities and prosecute cartel members. One example is the National Guard, which has deployed service members to the southwest border to work in support of law enforcement officials as they target the cartels trafficking in people, drugs, illegal weapons, and money. National Guard personnel increase the capacity of the law enforcement agencies enabling them to put more of their officers out on the ground to execute their mission.
The continued use of military as trainers and subject matter experts in institution building will only strengthen the Mexican government"s abilities to shape the environment and control the cartels. Developing increased interoperability and trust between agencies and nations along with improved international relations can only improve Mexico"s ability to act against the cartels. States send back to Mexico $25 billion in remittances annually.
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A continued infusion of money directly into the budget lines of supporting agencies or the providing for sharing of equipment, technology, and capabilities is vital to the future success of the effort against the cartels. Any short-term budget benefits that could be gained by reducing or cutting off funding to Mexico would rapidly be lost to increased criminal activity, drug problems, and violence.
The United States will be much better off to continue to partner with Mexico and to make the short term investments necessary to reap the long term benefits of reduced violence and cartel influence in Mexico and improved bilateral relations.
INTELLIGENCE
The United States is using several intelligence tools to shape the environment. Some of the US intelligence shared with Mexican authorities enhances their ability to interdict cartel activities and prosecute cartels members.
Other intelligence capabilities are used domestically to enhance the ability of Another example of intelligence gathering would be the flight of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) over border areas to increase our ability to interdict drug trafficking and illegal activities. The Customs and Border Protection is currently using Predator B drones to patrol the border. Their ability to gather real time intelligence contributes to the seizing of drugs and interdiction of illegal immigrants crossing the border. 21 The development and utilization of domestic intelligence capabilities and the ability to analyze and disseminate that intelligence to appropriate domestic, and/or Mexican authorities greatly enhances the ability of law enforcement, the judiciary, and government officials to execute their duties in apprehending and prosecuting cartel members on both sides of the border.
Ongoing intelligence sharing, institution building, and generation of increased interoperability will continue to pay huge dividends for both countries.
Both countries should continue making a concerted effort to enable intelligence sharing both in law enforcement and their military. It will improve their abilities to combat the drug cartels and strengthen security between our countries.
FINANCE
The United States has multiple approaches available to shape the financial environment that confronts the cartels in Mexico. Some of the actions being taken are providing non-intrusive inspection equipment at the border check points, training of prosecutors in financial crime investigations, and exchange of personnel for financial intelligence work. Ultimately to be successful in shaping the environment in Mexico, the United
States should continue to apply a broad range of national powers. The United States must continue adapting to changing conditions, must stay focused on the objective, must and sustain the effort over multiple years, budget cycles and regimes. The smart application of soft power is effectively changing the conditions that have led to the strength of the cartels in Mexico and the violence in Mexico. Continued use of soft power will further change those conditions, thus enabling the reduction of both the level of violence, and the influence of the cartels.
